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There are lots of books out there on trading but how many of them teach you as well as let you

study real entries from a traders private trading journal? In my book, I let you look over my

shoulder as I trade covered calls, diagonals, butterflys, credit spreads, debit spreads, strangles

and others.You get more than a lecture on how to trade, you are getting real examples of how

the trades actually played out and what my thinking was while I was trading. You can see the

successes and failures I experienced during these trades as well as some insight on why

trades played out the way they did.A trader's journal is the most important thing to their long

term success as a trader. This book gives you access to that wealth of knowledge to help you

improve your overall trading without making these same mistakes. You also get inside access

to what trades worked and why. Get insight into why my Covered Call/Diagonal portfolio

preformed so well in 2016 as a good selection of those trades are in the book.Learn how my

trades and trading plan changed over this time period to use in your trades.
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DawsonFacebook:Twitter: trade4profits1DisclaimerTrading involves risk. Trading options can

substantially increase your risk. It is important that you clearly understand the risk involved in

every trade. Sometimes you can lose more than you have invested with options. I am not a

professional financial adviser, what I offer in this book is a brief description of what I have found

successful. I do lose money on trades. This is not a book about 'how to get rich' trading

stocks.You should contact your financial adviser to help you understand your risk.I am not

suggesting that a specific strategy is appropriate for you, I only want to let you know some of

the strategies I have found work for me. I trade a variety of strategies only some of which are in

this book. �There are lot's of books out there about how to trade, some even written by me. But,

there are not a lot of books that let you see the trades as you will see them when you are

trading. Trading is about greed and fear. Fear of losing money and greed of making money.

When you start to lose money you either say “I must get out now before I lose more” or even

more dangerously “I must stay in until it turns around.” When you are making money you must

fight the desire to take a profit while you have it or the desire to make even more if you just wait. �

Typically if you wait for it to turn around you lose more money. If you do not take profits, they

have a habit of going away. That is why it is important to trade a trading plan. Know why you

are getting into a trade, when you need to get out (or defend) and when you need to take

profits (either full or partial). This is your trading plan. Always trade your plan, do not change it

during the trade. �So, how do you know when to change your trading plan? First of all, as I said

before, not during the trade. You refine your trading by keeping a trading journal. You review

your old trades frequently. Identify what you did wrong and what you did right. �Some of the

gross money received on my trades may seem low even though the return is good. Please

keep in mind that most of these trades can be scaled up utilizing additional contracts/shares to

bring in more gross money. One of the reasons I sometimes use less contracts is because of

other positions I have open using the equity and/or margin in my account. I do not trade just

one trade at a time, I usually have multiple positions open with varying expiration dates.I

debated about whether or not to show commissions in my trades. The problem is that although

there will always be commissions they can vary greatly between accounts. I have trading

accounts with four different brokers and all the commissions are different. I took a middle of the

road approach and decided to show commissions on some trades but not on most. You can tell

the ones that do not have commissions included by the total prices.When describing the trades

I am only using their stock symbol. It would be good for you to know what these stocks are in

order to fully understand how they trade. Stocks, ETF's and Indexes behave differently and

typically have different volatility and option prices.I discuss this more in Trade4Profits –

Shortcuts to Profitable Trading, if you have not read that book I highly recommend it. Yes, I

could give you their names and describe them for you but trading takes work and this is part of

that. You will remember them more if you look them up for yourself.I would also recommend

that if you have a charting program that will show you the period I am trading that you pull the

charts up. That way you will be able to get a better idea what I was seeing while I was trading.

Try not to look at what happened after my trade until you see why I entered when I did. Then

scroll forward and see what I traded through.I know some of my trades in the book appear

differently in the way I account for buying and selling. The truth is, sometimes I go back and



forth in the way I keep up with my positions. Seems like sometimes one way makes sense, the

I decide another way of tracking the trades make more sense. I thought about standardizing my

trades for the book but then decided not to. The whole idea of the book is for you to see what I

was seeing and thinking during the trades. That includes not being able to make up my mind

the best way to document them. Don't worry, it will not be difficult for you to follow. If it was

unclear I put the profit or loss in a way easy to understand at the end.These are not all of my

trades during this time period, I skipped around some to make sure you got a good example of

my trades and thinking. You will see gains and losses in the book. Overall, the percentage of

gains and losses you see here are about the same if I included every trade I made.If you are

not an experienced trader (and even if you are) I urge you to paper trade before ever trading

with real money. I also encourage you to use a good trade calculator to see where positions

are profitable, where they are break even, what your total risk is and what is your maximum

profit and where. Although I use a number of different brokers, OptionsXpress has my favorite

trade calculator.Table of Contents:Chapter 1 – Iron CondorsChapter 2 – SpreadsChapter 3 –

CalendarsChapter 4 – Covered Calls and DiagonalsChapter 5 – Miscellaneous Trades.

Strangles, Swings, Butterfly'sShort hand used throughout the book:BTC: Buy to Close a new

position.BTO: Buy to Open a new position.C: Call Option.CONT: ContractsGTC: Good to

CancelP: Put Option.STO: Sell to Open a new position.STC: Sell to Close an open

position.Chapter 1Iron CondorsIron condors are a favorite of mine. I typically only trade them

on indexes such as RUT, SPX and NDX. I prefer SPX because I have found it trades more

predictable to me. I seem to run into problems more often with RUT and NDX. That is not to

say I do not trade them, just that I prefer the SPX.An iron condor is a range bound strategy

consisting short calls and puts and long calls and puts. Your outlook with a condor is direction

neutral. You enter into an iron condor with a net credit. You need the security you are trading to

stay within your short calls and puts. The long calls and puts are just to reduce your risk and

margin requirements.An iron condor has an identifiable maximum profit and maximum risk

when you enter the trade, that is another good thing about them. I really do not mind having a

capped profit potential if the returns are where I need them. The main thing I always try to get

is a capped risk.One strategy with an iron condor is to wait for expiration and keep all your

initial credit. I rarely do that, I like to decide what return I need and put in a GTC order. When it

hits, I get out.About half the time I start an iron condor as an iron condor, most of the time I

start with at put or call credit spread and then attempt to complete the other side to end up with

my condor. If I do not get the fill I want on the second part of the condor, not a problem I just

trade my credit spread.I do have some rules I try and follow when setting up an iron condor.

I like the delta of my short position to be 10 or less. It is better to start your

condor when volatility is high. You will actually make money as the volatility goes down.

Need at least 49 days until expiration but prefer not more than about 62. It is better if

you can see clear support and/or resistance on the chart protecting your positions.

Normally I just trade indexes.When to adjust. I typically try to adjust if the delta of one

of my short positions goes above 30. If the price gets too close to my short options. I

cannot give you exactly what that number is because it is different depending on the

security.RUT 6/10/2016On 6/10 the market had made a pretty good move down after an

uptrend. I still believed that the market was in an uptrend and wanted to take advantage of the

pull back to 'leg' into an Iron Condor. Legging in means that you place one side of the trade

without initially placing the other side of the trade. It is not uncommon for me to enter a condor

this way.On 6/10 I placed an order to sell 10 contracts of the AUG16 $1020 Put and purchase

the AUG16 $1000 Put to cover them with the RUT trading at $1162.91. I was able to bring in a



credit of $1.50 per contract or $1,469.54 after commissions. My initial profit was my credit of

$1,469.54 and my risk was $18,530.46 which would go down if I was able to sell a Call position

later. Because $18,530.46 is my maximum risk during the trade that is the one I use to

calculate my return.On 6/20 I was able to get a $1.50 credit by selling the AUG16 $1250 Call

and purchasing the AUG16 $1270 Call to cover it while the RUT was trading at $1167. This

brought in another $1.50 per contract raising my potential profit to $2,939.08 after

commissions. If I held to expiration I would have a 15.86%, although I had no intention of doing

that. After my Calls filled I placed a GTC order to close at a debit of $1.45On 6/27 after the

Britain EURO exit vote the RUT had dropped to $1096 getting close to a point when I would

have to adjust the trade. I felt confident that market would rebound since nothing had

fundamentally changed just because of the vote to exit. The market was panicking for no real

reason. Fortunately, I was correct, on 6/29 the market was spiking up for the third straight

day.The market moved up to a range bound area after that. On 8/2 about three weeks before

expiration my GTC order for $1.45 hit. After I bought back the position I was left with a profit of

$1,428.13 after commissions. My return on risk was 7.71% for 53 days. Annualized that was

about a 53.08% return.DateSymActExp.Strike

$ContTypeCostBalance06/10/16RUTBTOAUG161000-$6.8010Put-$6,815.23-

$6,815.2306/10/16RUTSTOAUG161020$8.3010Put

$8,284.77$1,469.5406/20/16RUTBTOAUG161270$1.5010Call-$1,515.23-

$45.6906/20/16RUTSTOAUG161250$3.0010Call

$2,984.77$2,939.0808/02/16RUTBTCAUG161250-$1.8510Call-

$1,865.23$1,073.8508/02/16RUTSTCAUG161270$0.6010Call

$584.75$1,658.6008/02/16RUTBTCAUG161020-$0.3510Put-

$365.23$1,293.3708/02/16RUTSTCAUG161000$0.1510Put$134.76$1,428.13NDX –

6/17/2016On 6/17 I decided to place an Iron Condor on NDX while it was trading at $4,371.20.

Little did I know at the time this would become a nightmare trade for me. Most of the time when

you have to defend an Iron Condor it is on the Put side which is usually easier to do because

you can normally get better premiums on Puts and ranges further away. When you have to

defend the Call side you do not get that luxury. That is normally not to bad, you just roll the Call

to another month but on this trade NDX kept surging up with the rest of the market and left me

scrambling for ways to keep this position profitable without increasing risk too much. I was

lucky because I started this trade with only 1 contract because I had other positions open and I

knew the Britain Euro vote was coming up. If I had started with more contracts I might have

either had to close this at a loss at some point or sell off other positions to clear up margin.

This is also the first time I ever had to defend my Calls multiple times in an Iron Condor.You will

notice in this trade that I increased contacts, rolled my Puts to bring in premium to offset losses

on the Call side, increased the range on my Puts at one point instead of increasing the number

of contracts and rolled to other months. In short, I did about everything you can do except close

for a loss in my defense of this iron condor which makes it a good one to study.This trade

started on 6/17 with me placing a complete Iron Condor order using the AUG16 4700 and

4725 Calls and the 3800/3775 Puts. I put in an order for a $4.50 credit which was filled. That

brought in a credit of $437.97 on an initial risk of $2,062.03 ($2500 - $437.97) which would

have been a return of 21%. That was my initial mistake on this trade. I did not follow my own

Iron Condor trading rules. I should have extended my range and shot for closer to a $3.00

credit. Even I still get greedy.By 7/20 I was in trouble. Actually the warning signs started before

then but I was hoping the market would move down since I only had about 30 days left on the

AUG Calls. On 7/20 I made my first defensive move and rolled my 4700/4725 Calls up to



4775/4800 by doubling my Calls from one to two in order to stay in August. Nine days later on

7/29 the market had shot up again and I was forced to roll my 4775/4800 Calls to 4800/4825 by

doubling them again to four contracts. Now my risk was about $9,600.00.On 7/29 I also

decided to roll my Puts up from 3800/3775 to 4475/4425 in order to bring in some additional

premium. I also increased my range from 25 to 50 on these. I doubted the market would be

going down and decided to increase the range instead of number of contracts. I also sold a

second 4475/4425 Put on a separate trade after I rolled my first Put contracts. This gave me

four outstanding Call contracts at a 25 range and two outstanding Put contracts at a 50

range.On 8/5 my Calls were in trouble again and I did not want to increase risk anymore. Even

if I had wanted to because of how little time was left on the AUG16 options it would have been

hard to do. I decided to go ahead and roll my four 4825/4900 AUG16 calls to 4900/4925

SEP16 Calls. I was able to roll them up without increasing risk more by selling time. On 8/24

my 4475/4425 Puts expired worthless for I sold 4575/4550 SEP16 Puts to bring in some more

premium.On 9/8 I was finally able to exit this trade by closing all my position. At the end of

August I had the potential to make $711.73 even after all my moves, but when I have to adjust I

want out! I was able to give up about half of that to close the trade early and still keep $318.05

for a 3.419% return on 83 days. In truth I would have been ecstatic to have walked away at

$0.00 by the end of July so making a little bit was a blessing.Even if I had traded this correctly

when I entered the trade I still would have had to adjust on this one. Sudden major market

moves can really cause problems in Iron Condors. Especially if they are up moves when it

comes to adjustment premium. The only good thing about an up move is you can typically wait

a little longer for a pull back. In a market crash you sometimes wonder if it will ever

end.DateExpStrikePriceContractsTypeTotalBalanceUnderlying

$06/17/16STOAUG164700$10.951C$1,091.98$1,091.98$4,371.0006/17/16BTOAUG164725-

$8.151C-$818.01$273.97$4,371.0006/17/16STOAUG163800$25.701P

$2,566.99$2,840.96$4,371.0006/17/16BTOAUG163775-$24.001P-

$2,402.99$437.97$4,371.0007/20/16BTCAUG164700-$42.521C-$4,254.27-

$3,816.30$4,657.0007/20/16STCAUG164725$32.041C$3,201.74-

$614.56$4,657.0007/20/16STOAUG164775$17.052C

$3,405.47$2,790.91$4,657.0007/20/16BTOAUG164800-$12.152C-

$2,434.53$356.38$4,657.0007/29/16BTCAUG164775-$28.242C-$5,651.05-

$5,294.67$4,734.0007/29/16STCAUG164800$18.962C$3,788.96-

$1,505.71$4,734.0007/29/16STOAUG164825$12.544C

$5,009.93$3,504.22$4,734.0007/29/16BTOAUG164850-$7.904C-

$3,166.07$338.15$4,734.0007/29/16BTOAUG164425-$5.601P-$565.25-

$227.10$4,734.0007/29/16STOAUG164475$7.561P

$750.76$523.66$4,734.0007/29/16BTCAUG163800-$0.591P-

$62.02$461.64$4,734.0007/29/16STCAUG163775$0.541P

$50.99$512.63$4,734.0007/29/16STOAUG164475$7.521P

$748.99$1,261.62$4,734.0007/29/16BTOAUG164425-$5.621P-

$564.99$696.63$4,734.0008/05/16BTCAUG164825-$18.854C-$7,545.34-

$6,848.71$4,792.0008/05/16STCAUG164850$11.104C$4,434.67-

$2,414.04$4,792.0008/05/16STOSEP164900$26.034C

$10,406.67$7,992.63$4,792.0008/05/16BTOSEP164925-$19.284C-

$7,717.31$275.32$4,792.0008/24/16BTOSEP164550-$9.903P-$2,976.80-

$2,701.48$4,790.0008/24/16STOSEP164575$11.403P

$3,413.21$711.73$4,790.0009/08/16BTCSEP164900-$1.081C-



$113.25$598.48$4,803.0009/08/16STCSEP164925$0.431C

$37.76$636.24$4,803.0009/08/16BTCSEP164900-$1.073C-

$327.56$308.68$4,798.0009/08/16STCSEP164925$0.403C

$119.45$423.13$4,798.0009/08/16STCSEP164550$1.633P

$480.45$908.58$4,798.0009/08/16BTCSEP164575-$1.963P-$590.53$318.05$4,798.00SPX –

6/23/16I placed this Iron Condor the day before the Britain European Union exit vote. This

could have been considered a high risk trade, except I legged into it. I sold my Calls on 6/23

and waited until 6/24 to sell my Puts. I was able to take advantage of the market panic sell,

since I believed it would bounce back up quickly I was happy to do so. In the end this was one

of my best Condor trades. Things worked out better than I could have hoped as you will

see.SPX was trading at $2,104.48 on 6/23/16. I sold 10 August 2016 expiration $2215 Calls

and purchased the $2240 Calls to cover them for about $1.80 per contract. My risk was

$23,304.90 with a potential profit of $1,695.10 on just my calls. On 6/24 the SPX had dropped

to $2,051.00 and volatility was moving up because of the drop. Because of the volatility being

so high I was able to sell the August 2016 $1760 Puts and buy the August 2016 $1735 Puts to

cover them for about $1.00 in more premium. The high volatility allowed me to pick a strike

$291.00 away from where the SPX was currently trading and bring in another $1,395.10 in

premium making my potential profit $3,090.20 and reducing my risk to $21,909.80. If I held

until expiration my return would be about 14%.After I my Puts filled I placed a GTC order to

close this position at a debit of $1.25. On 6/28 with the market rebounding nicely my GTC

order filled and I pocketed $1,719.90 in just 5 days. A return of about 7.5% on my initial risk of

$23,304.90. They do not all work out this way, but when they do it is

great.DateSymbExpStrikePriceContTypeCostBalance06/23/16SPXBTOAUG162240-

$2.0010Call-$2,052.50-$2,052.5006/23/16SPXSTOAUG162215$3.8010Call

$3,747.60$1,695.1006/24/16SPXBTOAUG161735-$10.0010Put-$10,052.50-

$8,357.4006/24/16SPXSTOAUG161760$11.0010Put

$11,447.60$3,090.2006/28/16SPXBTCAUG162215-$0.5510Call-

$580.02$2,510.1806/28/16SPXBTCAUG161760-$6.2510Put-$6,280.10-

$3,769.9206/28/16SPXSTCAUG161735$5.2010Put

$5,169.90$1,399.9806/28/16SPXSTCAUG162240$0.3510Call$320.10$1,720.08SPY –

07/19/2016This is another trade you should not attempt. I traded this one in my virtual account

to show how difficult it is to make a decent return with an EFT. I normally only do Iron Condors

on indexes. The other thing I did here was a short term two week expiration which I do not

recommend for Iron Condors. There are people that trade weekly or shorter term Iron Condors

and make money, but I find it too difficult and you have to watch them constantly. Not the way I

like to trade Iron Condors, if I have to defend one I am in a bad position already. With short

term ones you will defend far to many.With SPY trading at $215.80 I placed my Iron Condor by

selling the 216.50 Call and covering it with the 217 Call. I also sold the 216 Put and purchased

the 215.50 Put to cover it. Not a normally Iron condor set up with SPY at $215.80 but I thought

it was going up.In the end I did make money but it was more due to a drop in volatility than

anything else. I sold the position at the best possible time and got lucky 14 days later. I made

$310.00 not including commissions. If I traded this in my cheapest commission account I would

have probable netted $260.00 because of the number of contracts. Still not a bad return but I

have not found short term condors worth my time and effort as a

whole.DateSymActionExpStrikePriceContTypeCostBalance07/16/16SPYBTO8WK1217-

$1.2810Call-$1,280.00-$1,280.0007/16/16SPYSTO8WK1216.5$1.5310Call

$1,530.00$250.0007/16/16SPYSTO8WK1216$2.0210Put



$2,020.00$2,270.0007/16/16SPYBTO8WK1215.5-$1.8210Put-

$1,820.00$450.0008/02/16SPYSTC8WK1217$0.4510Call

$450.00$900.0008/02/16SPYBTC8WK1216.5-$0.5510Call-

$550.00$350.0008/02/16SPYBTC8WK1216-$1.4010Put-$1,140.00-

$790.0008/02/16SPYSTC8WK1215.5$1.1010Put$1,100.00$310.00GLD – 8/25/16Decided to

enter a GLD Iron Condor. I normally do not like trading condor's on anything but the indexes

and maybe SPY, DIA or QQQ. However I decided to try my hand at a GLD trade. Overall the

trade was successful with a respectable return for a 30 day trade, but I am still not fond of

trading condors outside my comfort zone unless everything lines up perfectly.Most of the time

when I enter a condor I set my close price. Usually 25% to 50% of the potential. When that hits

I let it close automatically.Overall risk was $4,000.00 minus the credit I received of $350.00 or

$3,650.00. I closed with a profit of $270.00 or a return of 7.4% for a 28 day investment. About

96.43% annualized.DateSymActionExp.StrikePriceContractsTypeCostBalance08/25/16GLDBT

OOCT16112-$.1410Put-$140.00-$140.0008/25/16GLDSTOOCT16116$.3410Put

$340.00$200.0008/25/16GLDSTOOCT16140$.4110Call

$410.00$610.0008/25/16GLDBTOOCT16144-$.2610Call-

$260.00$350.0009/22/16GLDSTCOCT16144$.0210Call

$20.00$370.0009/22/16RUTBTCOCT16140-$.0710Call-

$70.00$300.0009/22/16GLDBTCOCT16116-$.0410Put-

$40.00$260.0009/22/16GLDSTCOCT16112$.0110Put$10.00$270.00SPX – 4/24/17Saw an

opportunity on the Put side for a possible condor. I was able to get my Puts filled on 4/24, so I

entered an order in on the Call side. I was fine with just a Put spread if I could not get a Condor

going. This is a common way I enter into a condor instead of placing an actual condor order.I

like to wait for a sharp move down to fill my Puts as low as possible then try to get the call side

if I can get the premium I want.When I entered the trade I had a potential profit of $350.00 if I

held until expiration. However I normally place a GTC close order after I enter a condor and

wait for it to be filled. On 5/9/17, just 15 days later, I hit my profit target of $180.00. My risk on

this one was $2,150.00 which gave me a return of 8.37% over that 15 day

period.DateSymExp.StrikePriceContractsTypeCostBalance04/24/17SPXBTOJUN172125-

$4.501Put-$450.00-$450.0004/24/17SPXSTOJUN172150$6.501Put

$650.00$200.0004/25/17SPXSTOJUN172475$3.701Call

$370.00$570.0004/25/17SPXBTOJUN172500-$2.201Call-

$220.00$350.0005/09/17SPXBTCJUN172150
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